China May Have A “Space Submarine” Circling The Earth.
By Conrad Leister
The biggest fear, of military commanders, in the current world is that North Korea may have a covert
submarine parked off the shore of California. It would be almost impossible to stop an attack launched
by such a stealth missile launcher.
A new fear has emerged and it is not from the depths of the ocean but the depths of space. Could China
or Russia have space vehicle filled with kinetic weapons hovering above the United States?
The U.S. Military is widely documented as having it’ sown X-Series Space Plane on months-long
secret missions around our planet. Foreign newspapers have theorized that the U.S. Space plane is also
filled with kinetic weapons.
A kinetic weapon is like a tactical meteorite. It is a metal rock that can be aimed and that does not burn
up like a regular meteorite. There are two kinds: Molten and Force Based. A Molten tactical weapon
uses the atmospheric burn up to turn a warhead into a molten glob of plasma that hurtles out of the sky
at amazing speeds. It can burn through almost any structure.
A Force
Based kinetic
space weapon
uses the type
of ceramic
shielding that
protects space
craft during
atmospheric
re-entry.
Force based
weapons do
not burn up
but gather
force and
energy from
falling back
to Earth. They
are guided
meteors that
do not rely on
heat build-up
but, instead,
pack the
punch of the
biggest fist in the galaxy. A small cloud of kinetic weapons could destroy Manhattan without leaving
any radiation.

The X-Series U.S. Space Plane, filled with 300 kinetic weapon-heads, could destroy much of Beijing
and many other Chinese cities. While North Korea may not have the capability to build such a space
drone, China does have that capability and may have already done it.

